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Book Reviews

Berman takes up the importance of pastoralism and transhumance in
chapter five. The author finds that pastoralism made a major contribution
to the success of early Cistercian houses in southern France primarily
because it was a source of cash. The last chapter contains her conclusions
and discusses the impact of the Cistercians on regional economic growth.
Berman concludes that the Cistercians benefited the region's growth by
offering peasants new opportunities, using time more efficiently than the
Cluniacs who devoted more time to liturgy, reinvesting wealth in agriculture
rather than treasure hordes, and founding new towns as a result of a more
urban outlook than the order is usually credited as having. While evidence
is lacking to prove conclusively these contributions, the author does draw
logical conclusions from the evidence that she has.
Berman's book is provocative and informative. In arguing her thesis,
Berman clears new ground and drains a few swamps of outmoded attitudes.
At the same time she provides us with a realistic picture of Cistercian adap·
talion to the southern French environment. The book is written with
intelligence and affection for her subject and region. It is supported by five
maps, three tables, two appendices, a comprehensive bibliography, and a
useful index.
Francis X. Hartigan
University of Nevada-Reno

Umberto Eco, Art and Beauty in the Middle Ages, trans. Hugh Bredin, Yale
University Press, 1986.
Written in 1958 as "Sviluppo dell'estetica medievale," Eco's book is now
for the first time aYailable to the English-speaking audience in a very
readable translation by Hugh Bredin.
Originally conceived as a single chapter in a handbook on the history
of aesthetics, Eco's text attempts to establish a synthesis of medieval science,
theology, and poetics which formed the core of medieval aesthetic thought.
Going a step further, Eco shows that beauty was integrated in the scientific,
theological, and poetological views of the time. The leitmotif of this survey
depicts the attempt of medieval thought to reconcile disparate philosophical
concepts and, further, to eliminate the inconsistencies between aesthetic
theory and artistic practice.
"What I tried to do," says Eco in the preface, "was to provide a personal
interpretation (and a very synthetic one) of a series of texts that in the
previous decades had been discovered or rediscovered by other scholars"
(ix). As revealed in the index, Eco interprets texts by such diverse authors
as Alan of Lille, Augustine, Boethius, Richard of St. Victor, Heinrich Susa,
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and Thomas Aquinas, to name only a few. Eco's emphasis lies, however,
not on the individual philosopher, but rather on specific themes (e.g.,
transcendental beauty, the aesthetics of light, symbol and allegory), and their
evolution, throughout the period ranging from the sixth to the fifteenth
centuries.
In the introductory chapter, "The Medieval Aesthetic Sensibility," Eco
attempts to demonstrate in a general way how medieval man tried to
integrate apparent disparities and contradictions, such as sensible and
nonsensible beauty, natural and artistic beauty, or external and internal
beauty. According to Eco, "one of the main problems of Scholastic aesthetics
was the problem of integrating, on the metaphysical level, beauty with other
forms of value. Their discussion of the transcendental character of beauty
constituted one of the main attempts to establish a ground of their integrated
sensibility" (16).
In the subsequent chapters of his book, Eco focuses on single aspects of
medieval aesthetic theory. "The Aesthetics of Proportion," to name only one
example, analyzes the quantitative conception of beauty as it is expressed
in the concepts of misica mundana, ornatus mundi, or homo quadratus. Eco argues
that these concepts do not reflect a mere abstract, mathematical system, but
that numbers and geometrical figures express the concrete harmony and the
specific structure of the cosmos.
Eco ends his survey by discussing the decline of the Scholastic system
where "the harmonious dependence of things upon one another" was
denied for "a universe of particulars" (89). Aesthetic values that had been
interpreted in relation to the divine gradually became secularized. Eco suggests that the "systematic theories" that had characterized the "world of the
Summae, where everything was in its proper place, necessarily lagged behind
the ferments and the tensions of practical life" (117).
Eco's text cannot claim and does not claim to be new, neither today nor
at the time of the composition. The specialist will notice Eco's indebtedness
to Edgar De Bruyne, E. R. Curtius,Johan Huizinga and will not, I am afraid,
gain considerably new insights from the reading. Eco's book is nonetheless
pleasant to read and provides the sophisticated but nonspecialist audience
with a quite valuable introduction not only to medieval aesthetics but also
to the medieval Weltanschauung in general.
Martine P. Rey
Northern Arizona University

